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The Corgi Sprint wheelchair has a superior level 
of comfort for the user with its independent 
suspension system.  The seat unit is also 
removable so that it can transfer onto one of the 
Corgi Powered bases. 

This is particularly useful for users who appear to 
have driving potential as they can try out driving 
without any change to their seating position. 

This normally results in higher success rates, and 
if they prefer to drive most of the time, they can 
still have the manual backup of a Corgi Sprint 
Base Unit.

The Corgi System offers a comprehensive range 
of postural support accessories

HEADRESTS

LATERAL SUPPORTS & HARNESSESFOOTPLATES
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Corgi Sprint  Corgi Sprint Size 1

Seat Width  26-32cm
Seat Depth  20-40cm
Backrest Width  29cm
Backrest Height  40cm
Backrest Angle  95-150°
Tilt Angle  30
Seat to Footplate  30-42cm
User Weight  45kg 

Corgi Sprint Size 2  Corgi Sprint Size 3

28-35cm  33-40cm
25-45cm  30-50cm
34cm  38cm
45cm  50cm
95-150°  95-150°
31  32 
30-45cm  33-48cm
55kg  65kg

Robust Seating

Large Growth Range

Compact Tilting Base

Crash Tested

Family Friendly
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The Corgi Power Basic is our entry level powered 
wheelchair with height and angle adjustable seating 
position.  The Corgi profiled seating and support are 
included in the cost, and the seat is removable and 
transferable onto the manual Sprint base.  A range 
of controllers from both Dynamic and PG Drives are 
available, with access to programming if required.

We originally designed the Corgi Power to overcome 
problems with stability.  Most other kids powered 
wheelchairs are derived from adult products, resulting 
in a higher seat position and centre of gravity.  The 
Corgi Power has its battery pack placed very low to 
the ground, combined with the 60cm wide wheelbase 
to give sideways stability.

The Corgi Megatilt offers 40 
degrees of rearwards tilt – useful 
for correct positioning after hoisted 
transfers as well as catering for 
those laid back moments. 

The Smart tilt mechanism 
keeps the centre of gravity 
over the wheelbase when in 
the fully tilted position.

CORGI POWER BASIC

CORGI MEGATILT

CORGI Hi-Lo
Designed for those ‘hard to reach’ places, the Corgi Power 
Hi-Lo gives an impressive seat raise which overcomes 
many access issues in mainstream schooling. 

This feature is sometimes part funded by Education 
Authorities, resulting in excellent use of financial resources.



www.activateforkids.co.uk
Call 01722 340 600
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